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We live in a gossamer universe; pattern, plan,
and design are there in abundance, but solid
substance is rare. --Sir James Jeans

July 1u82Tvol77ume 13, Number 7

EXPERIMENTERS HOST A PARTY FOR PEP'S SUCCESSFUL SEASON. STORY ON PAGE 2.
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PEP CELEBRATION

The photograph on the front was taken at a

party held on Tuesday, June 15, at Interaction

Region 6 to celebrate the completion of a very

successful run at PEP. Dave Pellett, represent-

ing the experimenters, toasted John Rees and

the teams of PEP and Linac operators who deliv-

ered the beam acclaimed in the banner: 30,000

inverse nanobarns in 1982.

The performance of PEP has been steadily

improving and the last month of operation in

this cycle has been particularly sweet. The

online monitor reading, shown below, posted

a luminosity of more than 1031 on June 12; the

control room chart at right which operators

began plotting in May shows a one month accum-

ulation of 10,000 inverse nanobarns with more

than 100 per shift.

Rees attributes most of the improvement to

'golden orbits' and 'biological feedback', con-

cepts which have proved useful at the storage

rings of Cornell and DESY. The first has to do

with the computer measurements of how the orbits

of electrons and positrons in the machine com-

pare with the true centerline. No orbit will

ever be perfect, but the control systems and

programs can produce an orbit with the smallest

average error everywhere in the machine. This

seems a reasonable way to make things work best

but the golden orbit idea is different. The

machine is not perfectly symmetric and maybe it

doesn't work best that way. By trial and error

some orbits are found which give better luminos-

ity than others even though the orbits look

somewhat distorted. Now PEP tunes to get these

golden orbits instead of relying on the more

rigid computer calculation.

The biggest effect, though, was with biolog-

ical feedback: relying on the operators to tune

and work the machine following their own hunches.

This is slow and tedious work; the changes must

be subtle or the beam will be lost and the pro-

cess begun anew with a new fill. The currents

in the families of quadrupole and sextupole

magnets can be changed by about a percent, for

example, while watching the luminosity monitor

and noise conditions in the experiments for

improvements. Another essential part of the

feedback was provided by two prizes. Ewan

Paterson awarded 7 bottles of Cabernet to the

first set of PEP and Linac operators who got

more than 500 inverse nanobarns in 24 hours.

John Rees followed up with bottles to the two

operators who shared the highest peak luminosity.

A vintage year for PEP.

L=( 10. 174 +/- 0. 196) E30
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BUT WHAT, AFTER ALL, IS AN INVERSE NANOBARN?

An inverse nanobarn (nb ) is a convenient

unit for measuring what PEP does: colliding

electrons with positrons. A rough synonym is

collisions and most detectors at PEP have some-

thing like 30,000 interesting or useful events

from the spring running.

A precise way of describing the action at

PEP is with the number of times an electron and

positron pass within a certain distance of one

another. Better yet, imagine a small circular

area around each electron and ask how many times

a positron passed through that target. The

nanobarn is a small unit of area and PEP's work

this year amounts to 30,000 positrons per nano-

barn of area around an electron. The phrase is

abbreviated to inverse nanobarns and written as

nb-1

Describing collisions in terms of the area

around one of the particles goes back to the

early work in nuclear physics. A uranium

nucleus, for example, has an area of about one

barn. This typical area of 10
- 24 square centi-

meters needed a specific name and 'barn' was

chosen because these easy reactions were like

hitting the broad side of a barn. The rustic

name has stuck.
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RUTH PARKER RETIRES

Although she continued part-time until May of

this year, Ruth Parker officially retired from

SLAC at the end of last year after almost 17

years of service.

Ruth did her original training in Chicago,

then took time out to get married and raise a

son. She came to SLAC in May of 1965 after

having been a secretary at LBL for almost ten

years. For many years, her job at SLAC was a

very complex one, Every new SLAC employee and

some visitors had to see Ruth for a picture-

taking session, and a new film badge. In those

early years, all badges were changed once each

month, and record keeping was quite a chore.

These were the pre-computer days. She would

keep at least one other person busy most of the

year. For those few frantic months around the

end/beginning of a year, she would need extra

hands to help in the re-photographing of all

employees, and typing the reports that had to

be submitted to the AEC.

When Health Physics split into two groups in

1975, Ruth remained with what is now Radiation

Physics where the routine was a bit less hectic,

which left her with the oft-stated, "I don't

have enough to do."

Ruth now seems to have a lot to do fixing up

her condominium to sell. She says she wants to

move into a trailer somewhere in the sunny south-

western U.S. We believe she has earned a few

sunny days, and wish her luck in finding just

the right place for it.

-Ted Jenkins

VISAS FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS

On May 15, 1982, the University issued a re-

vision notice to the Administration Guide. This

revision notice contained significant changes to

Guide Memo 28.1, Visas for Foreign Nationals, to

reflect current federal laws, fees, and proces-

sing time.

Major changes include a stronger statement of

legal requirements which the University is ob-

serving in offering employment to non U.S.

citizens. This also includes the temporary non-

immigrant visas sponsored by SLAC.

If you are at SLAC on a U.S. visa, request the

secretary of your host group to share with you

the newly revised text of Guide Memo 28.1 for

the details and particulars as they may pertain

to you.

Applications and extensions for temporary non-

immigrant visas sponsored by SLAC are coordinated

through the Scientific Personnel Services Dept.

Contact Joyce Marshall on ext. 3111, Room 226

of the A&E Building.

-Ruth Thor Nelson

STANFORD HELP CENTER

All SLAC employees should have received a

card from the HELP Center last week. It con-

tains the Center's phone number (497-4577) for

scheduling individual, couple and family inter-

views which are offered for a wide variety of

personal and family problems, for job related

difficulties, for alcohol and drug abuse.

Also mentioned on the card is the availability

of the HELP Center Hot Line for emergencies. No

appointment is necessary to find a good listener.

If you did not receive your card, please call

the HELP Center and they will be happy to send

you one. Office hours are 8:30 to 5:00 pm,

excluding weekends.

SLAC Beam Line, Bin 80

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Editorial Staff: Bill Ash, Jan Adamson,

Dorothy Edminster, Bob Gex, Herb Weidner

Photography: Joe Faust, Walter Zawojski

Graphics: Technical Publications Dept.
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was first proposed for construction, 20 years

since ground was first broken at the SLAC site,

15 years since the SLAC linac first achieved its

design energy of 20 GeV, and 10 years since the

first operation of the SPEAR storage ring. This

summer, on August 14 and 15, we'll be celebrating

all these "firsts" in a program that is divided

into two parts. The main celebration will be on

Sunday, August 15, so we'll describe that first.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 15 - GENERAL CELEBRATION

Everyone at SLAC (including employee's families,

visiting scientists and their families, etc.) is

cordially invited to participate in the celebra-

tion ceremonies on Sunday afternoon, August 15,

starting at 3:00 pm. There will be a series of

brief talks and a keynote address, followed by

an informal reception with lots of good food and

drink. The keynote speaker will be Dr. George

Keyworth, who is the Science Advisor to the

President. SLAC people will probably be parti-

cularly interested in the remarks that outgoing

SLAC Associate Directors Dick Neal and Joe Bal-

lam will make. We are also looking forward to

Deputy Director Sid Drell's popular explanations

of the significance of SLAC's scientific accom-

plishments. After these talks, at about 5:00 pm

everyone is invited to dig into the food and

drink and spend a couple of happy social hours

in the warm summer evening. It will be a very

pleasant occasion. Come and join the celebra-

tion.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 14 - TECHNICAL TALKS

On the preceding day, August 14, the celebration

will take a different form with the presentation

of four talks in Kresge Auditorium at the Stan-

ford University Law School. (Kresge Auditorium

is where the 1975 Lepton-Photon Symposium was

held, for those who remember.) These talks will

recount various aspects of SLAC's history and

scientific achievements. The four speakers and

their topics are shown at right. This program

will run from 1:00 to about 5:00 pm, with a 30-

minute break in the middle for light refresh-

ments.

-Bill Kirk

$LAC MULT

RAUGUST 1 HI

SATURDAY, AUGUST 14: TECHNICu

Place: Kresge Auditorium,

Time: 1:00 to 5:00 pm

Speakers:

Edward L. Ginzton:

James D. Bjorken:

Burton Richter:

Wolfgang Panofsky:

SUNDAY, AUGUST 15: GENERAL

Place: Outdoors at SLAC

Time: 3:00 to 7:00 pm

The program will include a

followed by an informal rec

speaker will be:

George Keyworth, Directoi

Other talks will be given k

Rep. Donald Fuqua, Chairn

Alvin Trivelpiece, Direct

Robert M. Brown, Stanford

Sidney D. Drell, SLAC Der

Joseph Ballam, SLAC Assoc

Richard B. Neal, SLAC Ass

m
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ANNIVERSARY YEAR

35 *1947

1950-53-60

25 *1957

1959

1961

20 *1962

1966

15 *1967

1968-70

10 *1972

1973

1974-76

HAPPENING

Mark I Operates

Mark III Operates

Project M Proposal

Eisenhower Speech of

Recommendation

Final Authorization

Contract Signed; Ground-

breaking

First 10,000-Foot Operation

20 GeV Achieved

Deep Inelastic Results

SPEAR Operates

First Summer Institute

Psi, Charm, Tau Discoveries
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"Goodbye Charlie"

The 20th of May marked the end of an era in

SLAC's medical department when Dr. Charles Beal

retired from both SLAC and the Palo Alto Medical

Foundation.

To commemorate the event, about 80 of his

friends and well wishers here turned out for a

picnic and gift presentation at Sector Six. Dr,

Beal received a large Rand-McNally World Atlas

(a useful reference item for his upcoming book

on world-wide distribution of disease) and a

Beam Tree. He volunteered that while he would

find the atlas the most useful of the gifts, he

was most thrilled with the Beam Tree. It seems

he has watched with an envious eye as others re-

ceived theirs over the years.

Dr. Beal came to SLAC in 1972 with a back-

ground impressive enough to warrant recounting

a bit of it here. After graduating from Harvard

Medical School, Dr. Beal entered his internship

and residency and then continued on to the Uni-

versity of Paris where he specialized in Tropical

Medicine and Malariology. With his education

behind him, he then moved to the Air Force where

he served as a 1st Lieutenant and Captain. Among

his responsibilities while in the service were

being leader of the Parachute Rescue Team, In-

structor of the Rescue and Survival Team and

Squadron Physician.

Niger, West Africa, Upper Volta and the Ivory

Coast of Africa were his stomping grounds for

the next eight years as a medical missionary.

Dr. Beal was the only physician in a very large

geographical area and built, along with the peo-

ple of the area, the first hospital in Ferkesse-

dougou, Ivory Coast. He then returned home to

advise the Kaiser Foundation on Peace Corps

Projects for the third world nations and to work

for the Drew Health Foundation in East Palo Alto.

The next stop for Dr. Beal was the Palo Alto

Medical Clinic and SLAC in 1972. He was appoint-

ed Occupational Physician in the Dept. of Occupa-

tional Health and became the half-time physician

at SLAC for the next ten years. Just so you are

not tempted to think he then simply rested on his

laurels, simultaneous to his duties here he also

founded HEDECO (a diagnostic devices company),

International Health Services (a minority-owned

business devoted to health problems of emerging

nations) and Beal Diagnostics. In 1981, he was

named the Acting Director of the Department of

Environmental and Occupational Medicine at the

Palo Alto Medical Clinic.

His "retirement" from SLAC and the PAMC is

not what it appears to be. It is obvious that

Charlie Beal does not like to stand stillo One

of his companies, HEDECO, recently was sold to a

major concern and he will now continue to do re-

search and development full time.

I know that I speak for many people here at

SLAC who feel that Dr. Beal performed more than

just the basic services required of him. He has

been a friend, a counselor, a healer and an

inspiration to us all in his devotion to the

health and betterment of his fellow men and wo-

men. We will miss him and wish the best and

brightest for him in the future.

-Deborah Duncan

MUCHAS GRACIAS, SILVERIA

There's something going on at the cafeteria

which is as much a part of SLAC's success as

Pief Panofsky--it is the lunchtime nurturing of

the SLAC staff by the enthusiastic care and

attention of Silveria Lopez. Everyone is aware

of her broad smile and cheerful attitude at the

steam table or checkout line. No matter how

dreary your day appears, you know you can get a

shot of spiritual "juice" along with your calor-

ies at lunchtime.

Silveria came to SLAC under the Mannings'

contract for cafeteria operation on August 16,

1972 (10 years, X = 2) starting as a salad per-

son. But her dedication and efficiency combined

with a talent for cooking soon expanded her dut-

ies to all facets of the cafeteria operation--

short order, sandwiches, 5:15 breakfast, cash

register and the preparation of the main entree.

She paid close attention to Mary of Mannings

to learn Italian and other ethnic meals. What-

ever the menu calls for, Silveria always works

with an eye towards improving it--a pinch more

_ I _ _ � � _ ·� _ I ·I __ _ _ _I_ I__ I __ __
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or less or this or that can make all the dif-

ferenceo And who can contain their anticipation

and surprise for a "Silveria Special?" (Those

are the days when the ingredients for the an-

nounced menu don't arrive. And remember the day

they ran out of eggs at breakfast? That was an

experience!) But Silveria is at her best when

cooking Mexican dishes--enchiladas, tacos, tost-

adas and heuvos rancheros at breakfast. She'll

experiment on recipes at her East Palo Alto home

and then translate them at SLAC. Her specialty,

chicken mole, is unequalled in the area. Sil-

veria learned her trade at the side of her big

sister who worked in a restaurant in their home

state of Michoacan, Mexico. ("Who would ever

have thought I would be cooking on such a scale

for such a lovely group of people.")

Silveria attended two years at Ravenswood

High School back in 1968, where she met and

married her husband, Ricardo. He worked at SLAC

as a machinist for six years. They have two

children; Monica will be three years old this

June and Lilia is nine months. During her

maternity leave, Silveria came in twice a week

to assist with and learn the behind-the-scenes

office work. She hopes someday to be a manager,

but her real ambition is to open a restaurant

along the El Camino where all varieties of food

would be served and enjoyed.

What is the quality which makes her stand

out above the average? Silveria cares! Al-

though she will not receive a 10-year award

(officially she's not a SLAC employee), we

appreciate and salute her for a job well done

and look forward to many more excellent meals.

-Bill Lockwood

KURT BREYMAYER RETIRES

Kurt Breymayer, who has been with SLAC since

the earliest days, retired in May of this year.

Actually, Kurt's official retirement was two

years ago, but we were fortunate to be able to

persuade him to remain as a part-time consultant

in the Instrumentation and Control Group helping

with the SLC conversion.

Kurt was educated in Dresden, Germany where

he studied Communication Engineering. After

graduation, he came to Stanford University as an

exchange student in 1937. At that time, he met

Professor E.L. Ginzton, who was later to become

SLAC's first director, After the war, Kurt emi-

grated to Canada where he worked as an elect-

ronic engineer for a number of years. In 1957,

he accepted a position on the peninsula with

Lenkurt Electric. He renewed his acquaintance

with Prof. Ginzton and in the summer of 1959

was invited to join Project M. Kurt was assigned

to the Instrumentation and Control group under

Karl Brown, where he helped plan the control

system for the linac. For the past 15 years,

he worked on the modification and improvement of

I&C equipment in the klystron gallery. It was

Kurt's job to initiate or review all changes to

the I&C systems, and to plan their installation

and checkout. He did this with uncommon skill

and dedication.

All of us at SLAC who know Kurt will miss

his wise and gentle council. He is a true

friend and a dedicated engineer. We all wish

him and his wife, Lottie, a long and happy

retirement.

-Ken Crook
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THE BOOKMOBILE RETURNS

After an absence of nearly 4 years the San

Mateo County Library System Bookmobile will

make a regularly scheduled stop at SLAC.

The bookmobile will dock behind the Test

Lab Building, not very far from the firehouse

on the following schedule:

July 12th, Noon - 1:00 p.m.

July 26th, Noon - 1:00 p.m.

Aug. 9th, Noon - 1:00 p.m.

Aug. 23rd, Noon - 1:00 p.m.

Sept.20th, Noon - 1:00 p.m.

STAYING IN SHAPE

Every workday evening at 5:00 Bob Laughead,

John Brown and Harold Ito can be seen jogging

around the accelerator. They are the truly

gritty remnants of a once larger band of SLAC

people who volunteered for a cardiovascular

fitness program under the watchful eye of Dr.

Beal. In June 1977 the 41 enrollees were

given a physical and sorted into groups ac-

cording to their cardiovascular fitness.

Each session included dynamic (calisthenics)

and aerobic (jogging) exercises. We don't

know much about the current fitness of the

dropouts but the survivors are in much better

health than they were 5 years ago and this in

spite of the frights they experience regularly

from speeding cars on the gallery road.

The old-timers are regularly joined by

Larry Fisher, Vic Itani, and by other joggers

from time-to-time. New joggers are welcome.

Photo by Georgia Row

BICYCLE RACES

Be alert as you leave SLAC between 6:30 and

8:00 on Thursday evenings. Otherwise you can

suddenly find yourself in the path of 25 to

50 25-mile-per-hour bicycles. And that's

scary.

Pedali Alpini, a local bicycle club, is

currently (through July) holding a series of

bike races using the SLAC loop road. There

is a 5-mile open race at 6:30 and a 20-mile

race for licensed bicycle racers at 7:00.

Some of the racers will likely compete for the

U.S. Olympic bicycle racing team; Eric Heiden,

the speed skater of Olympic fame, and now bike

racer, has been getting road racing experience

here.

kfnoo D Georqia Row

Larry Fisher, John Brown, Gene Lete, Bob
Laughead, Steve Mackenzie (left to right)

NEW DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE

Madlyn Stein becomes SLAC Medical Director

on July 1. She is a graduate of Stanford

Medical School and has most recently been on

the staff of the Presbyterian Hospital in San

Francisco.

Dr. Stein will be at SLAC Monday all day,

Wednesday morning, and Friday all day.

FOR SALE: 71 Ford Galaxy - good motor, tires,

brakes, and body. Best offer $400.00+. Good

dependable and cheap transportation.

Call: (408) 245-4963 after 6:00 p.m.
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